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Glossary of terms:

The bracket
The module

Scribe line

Scribe line
•The A-Class surface refers to the surface on the
Scribeonline
 Solid line embossed
the B class surface of the fascia

•Solid line embossed on the B class surface 		
of the
Fieldfascia
of view (FOV)


fascia where paint is applied

Side Blind Zone Alert (SBZA):

The Field Of Viewis defined as the field within the scribe lines embossed on the B-Class
•This is a feature which assists drivers by
surface
whichof
extends
through
to the A-Class surface
Field
view
(FOV)

•The Field Of View is defined as the field within the
scribe lines embossed on the B-Class surface which
extends through to the A-Class surface

B-Class surface of the fascia
•The B-Class surface refers to any surface you cannot see from the outside of the fascia
•The B-Class surface is the inside surface of the fascia/the underside of the fascia

A-Class surface of the fascia
•The A-Class surface refers to the outside
surface of the fascia

detecting objects in their blind spot. An amber icon
appears when an object of interest is
detected.
•It flashes amber if the turn signal is activated whilst
the object of interest is in the target zone.
•An object of interested is defined as any
licensable vehicle.

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA):
•The rear radar sensors used in RCTA warn
drivers of vehicles approaching behind their
vehicle when reversing
•The sensors are able to pick up traffic
movement from up to 20 metres either side and
alerts the driver through a symbol and sound.
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ACCEPTABLE REPAIR #1

view (FOV) and no penetration to the B Class
surface may be repaired.

ACCEPTABLE REPAIR #1

•Area to be sanded down
•Cracked plastic welded to repair
•Poly-flex Bondo or similar applied to the surface
•Fusor 142 plastic repair material or similar applied
•Area repainted

UNACCEPTABLE REPAIR #1

UNACCEPTABLE REPAIR #1

•Fascia presented with scuff mark may be repaired
•Area to be sanded down Poly-Flex Bondo or similar
applied to surface



Fascia presented with scuff mark may be repaired



Area to be sanded down



Poly-Flex Bondo or similar applied to surface



Area repainted

•Area repainted

ACCEPTABLE REPAIR
REPAIR #2
ACCEPTABLE
#2



•Fascia with crack that is not a straight line, or
exceeds the size of the module within the field of
view (FOV) must NOT be repaired

Fascia with crack that is not a straight line, or exceeds the size of the module wit
the field of view (FOV) must NOT be repaired

•Fascia replacement is required



Fascia replacement is required

•Fascia with one directional crack that does not
exceed the size of the module within the field of

•Any damage that penetrates through the B class
surface in the field of view (FOV) of the radar must
not be repaired -fascia replacement is required.
•Damage to fascia that causes damage to bracket
will require fascia replacement regardless of fascia
damage. Repair to brackets or replacement of

ascia with one directional crack that does not exceed the size of the module within the
52 (FOV)
PanelTalk
eld of view
and no penetration to the B Class surface may be repaired.
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Paula Hilditch
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Collision Business Manager

The VF fascia will be supplied with the brackets already
welded on

No Holden Dealer or other person is authorised to make any
statement assertion or undertaking in relation to the quality,
performance, characteristics, descriptions, or fitness for any
purpose of any Holden product sold by Holden which is at
variance with any written statement assertion or undertaking on
any of these subjects given or made by Holden Service Parts
Operations Division of Holden Ltd, published sales literature,
and the company does not accept and liability for any such
unauthorised action.
Prices are recommended only and are subject to change
without notice.

This bulletin from Holden should also be considered when working on other brand vehicles
with this type or similar radar equipment as I’m sure these cautions will also apply to them.
Perhaps after reading this bulletin you should also think back to any bumper repairs done in
the past that could be considered as a non-repair option?
We also thank Holden NZ for the continued support they provide for the
NZ Collision Repair Industry
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